Title: Going Interstellar

Lecturer: Prof. Konstantinos Kontis
(Dean for Global Engagement – East Asia & China, Head of Aerospace Sciences Division, University of Glasgow) IROAST Distinguished Professor, Kumamoto Univ.

Date & Time: Dec. 3, 2019 (Tue.) 14:30 ~ 16:00

Venue: Common Building 3, 5th Floor, 516 (Seminar room)

Abstract: Research enablers will be highlighted, focussed on future aerospace vehicles to be lighter and greener, and also to achieve optimal shape, performance, and system robustness throughout the flight envelope. Some thoughts will be given to current blue-sky technologies that may have a dramatic effect upon future aerospace designs, and how Nature can be a source of inspiration. The lecture will also emphasise research or engineering issues for space travel and exploration, and other aerospace issues such as ensuring a diverse and robust engineering community.
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